Interpreting Equipment Rental Services

Sound Booths

Soundproof Full-Size Walk -In Booth

This booth can accommodate one or two simultaneous conference interpreters. The full-size
booth provides better soundproofing in noisy conference environments, but does have a larger
footprint on the conference floor.
This style of soundproof booth is currently available for rental to exceed the latest ISO-4043
standards and are suitable for all types of conference interpreting systems.

Portable Booth

IsoPacs E are fully enclosed voice booths that only have a 6` diameter size. This booth is a
portable, small sized vocal booth that is best suited for interpretation functions or as a voice
over booth. These vocal booths are lightweight and portable and cost about half the price in
rental and shipping
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Table-top soundproof booth.

Table-top soundproof booth is ideal for applications where space is limited. Our 6 foot Tabletops
are of top quality and can be used in small locations.
Contact us at 1-888-790-TUSA if you have questions. Our audio engineers will advise you on
the best soundproof booth to use given the available space for your conference, ambient noise
levels, the number of set-ups and break-downs, and your budget.

Transmitters

LT-800 Stationary FM Transmitter
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Listen Tech LT-700 Portable FM Transmitter

The LT-700 Portable Transmitter will broadcast your interpreter or tour guide`s voice to
everyone in the audience, without having to carry a microphone or be plugged into the wall.
Excellent for factory tours, outdoor events, wireless microphone applications, classroom or
training, or personal use -- anywhere you need to amplify sound but don`t have (or want) an
installed sound system! The signature Look&ListenTM LCD shows channel, lock and battery
level. It takes AA batteries (alkaline or NiMH rechargeable). SmartChargeTM capabilities
prevent overcharging of batteries. The antenna is in the mic cord and it has an adjustable mic
sensitivity switch.

Portable Receivers
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Smart Bug

Smart Bug is a standalone, onsite broadcast system made up of a transmitter and lightweight
wireless audio receivers that allow the broadcast and crystal clear audience reception of a
variety of audio content for event and meeting attendees. Using the "plug-and-play" transmitter,
spectators can listen to customized audio, announcements and a full-range of information on
their personal receiver while simultaneously watching all the action. Smart Bug offers three
different receiver models- one-, two- or three-channel receivers. The multi-channel receivers
have many uses:

1. >Simultaneous broadcasts in multiple languages
2. >Television feeds
3. >Internet broadcast
4. >Custom audio feeds
5. >Public safety announcements
6. >Broadcast of the venue announcer

Smart Bug has been used at hundreds of events around the U.S., Canada, Australia and
Russia in a broad range of uses, including sporting events, Conferences, trade shows, at
religious gatherings and, most recently, at Olympic test events in Vancouver. The Smart Bug
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costs 30% less and can be used up to three languages.

Listen Tech LR-300-072 listen digital FM receiver

This pocket-sized LR-300-072 is a low cost 100% digital receiver. The LR-300-072 is digitally
tuned so transmission will not drift; assuring that when you select a channel, it stays on channel.
This model has the same exceptional audio quality as Listen`s full-featured receivers, the LR-40
0
and
the
LR-500
, plus the same convenient recharging options. The LR-300-072 utilizes the 17 most common
wide band channels (unless electronically locked on one channel), with a "SEEK" channel
selection button behind the mechanically locking door, thus discouraging end users from
changing the channel selected. Electronically lock on channel by holding the "SEEK" button
down 5 seconds to prevent tampering. The LR-300-072 does not use an LCD, but instead a
multi-function LED. The exclusive built-in belt clip "loop", located on the back, prevents the unit
from slipping off of your belt or strap.
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Stereo Headphones

Coby CV-H47 Lightweight Stereo Headphone - CVH47

Coby Electronics Corporation is a manufacturer of quality consumer electronics products
designed to deliver outstanding performance for value-conscious consumers who do not
compromise on product performance. One uncompromising goal of Coby is to deliver maximum
value to its customers who purchase and make Coby`s products part of their daily
lives.PRODUCT FEATURES:Open-air type;Super light weight, comfortable design;
High-performance 30mm driver units;3.5mm L-Shape stereo plug.
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